Abstract. Predicting the failure of students in university courses can provide useful information for course and programme managers as well as to explain the drop out phenomenon. While it is important to have models at course level, their number makes it hard to extract knowledge that can be useful at the university level. Therefore, to support decision making at this level, it is important to generalize the knowledge contained in those models. We propose an approach to group and merge interpretable models in order to replace them with more general ones without compromising the quality of predictive performance. We evaluate our approach using data from the U. Porto. The results obtained are promising, although they suggest alternative approaches to the problem.
Introduction
Interpretable models for predicting the failure of students in university courses are important to support both course and programme managers. By identifying the students in danger of failure beforehand, suitable strategies can be devised to prevent it. Moreover, those models can give clues about the reasons that lead to student attrition, a topic widely studied in educational data mining [1] . Given the vast amount of data available in university information systems, these models are usually created for each course and academic year separately. This means that a very large number of models is generated, which raises problems on how to generalize knowledge in order to have a global view of the phenomena across the university and not only in the context of a single course.
Additionally, it may be expected that there are different groups of models with very different characteristics. For instance, the performance in courses of different scientific areas is likely to be affected by different factors. We propose an approach for the problem of generalizing the knowledge contained in a large number of models that consists of two phases. In the first one, the models are split into groups. The splitting is done based on domain-specific knowledge (e.g. scientific areas) or is data-driven (e.g. by clustering them). In the second phase, the models in a group are aggregated into a single model that generalizes the knowledge contained in the original models, hopefully with small impact on its predictive performance. The aggregation method consists mainly of intersecting the decision rules of pairs of models of a group recursively, i.e., by adding models along the merging process to previously merged ones.
In this paper we compare different methods of grouping models and of defining weights of decision rules as part of a strategy to keep the merged models simple and generic. Throughout the merging process we work only with decision rules and delay the merged decision tree creation to the final step. We define an evaluation procedure to compare performance of merged models relatively to the original ones. The case study used for empirical evaluation uses data from the academic management information system of the University of Porto, Portugal. Due to limitations of space, this paper focuses on the process of merging trees. Therefore, some decisions which were based on domain-specific knowledge and preliminary experiments (e.g. variable selection, parameter setting) as well as some aspects of the results have not been discussed in depth.
The main contributions of this paper are: 1) propose the methodology to generalize the knowledge from a large number of models; 2) identify which are the components of the merging process; 3) define different alternatives for these components; and 4) combine them in a series of experiments to assess the impact in the global predictive performance of the merged models.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents approaches to combine decision trees. Section 3 describes the system architecture and methodology. Section 4 presents results and discussion. Section 5 presents the conclusions and future work.
Combining Decision Trees
Combining decision tree models is a topic that has been studied with different approaches. Gorbunov and Lyubetsky [2] address the issue from a mathematical point of view, by formulating the problem of constructing a decision tree that is closest on average to a set of trees. Kargupta and Park [3] present an approach in which decision trees are converted to the frequency domain using the Fourier transform. The merging process consists on summing the spectra of each model and then transform the results back into to the decision tree domain.
Concerning data mining approaches, Provost and Hennessy [4, 5] present an algorithm that evaluates each model with data from the other models to merge. The merged model is constructed from satisfactory rules, i.e., rules that are generic enough to be evaluated in the other models. A more common approach is the combination of rules derived from decision trees. The idea is to convert decision trees from two models into decision rules by combining the rules into new rules, reducing their number and finally growing a decision tree of the merged model. Parts of this process are presented in the doctoral thesis of Williams [6] and other researchers have contributed by proposing different ways of carrying out intermediate tasks, such as Andrzejak et al. [7] , Hall et al. [8, 9] or Bursteinas and Long [10] . While each approach is different, we identified a set of phases they share in common, described next.
